
Prakash Poudel
A Web Developer

prakaas.poudell@gmail.com | +977 9814115108 | Shuklagandaki, Tanahun, Nepal

Portfolio | Linkedin | GitHub

Education

Pokhara University Pokhara, Nepal
Computer Engineering, Bachelors Degree 2018 - 2023
CGPA: 3.2

Experience

Hyperce | Web Developer Kathmandu, Nepal | August 2022 - Present

� Worked on production ready multiple ecommerce projects for national as well as international clients in
frameworks like React, Nextjs, Laravel, Vuejs, Remix and Qwik.

� Lead the development of the projects and did continuous interactions with clients to meet their
expectations and needs.

� Worked on multiple frameworks and used multiple development as well as productivity tools to
accelerate the development. Also built Restful APIs in Laravel to assist backend development.

Encoders Inc. | Frontend Intern Pokhara, Nepal | May 2022 - August 2022

� Built in-house projects for the company and got a chance to learn about the market structure and how
projects are shippied into production by being a part of a wonderful team of developers.

� Created UI using Figma and implemented the UI in websites using ReactJS.

Freelance | FullStack Developer Remote | 2022 - Present

� Worked for multiple clients and built static as well as dynamic websites on React, Nextjs and Laravel.

Skills

Programming Languages: Javascript, Typescript, Python, PHP, Java, GraphQL
Libraries/Frameworks: React, Nextjs, Remix, Qwik, Nuxtjs, Vue, Laravel, Express, NestJS
Tools / Platforms: Prisma, TypeORM, Eraser.io, Excalidraw, Figma, Asana, Slack
Databases: MySQL, PostgreSQL, MongoDB, Firebase

Projects / Open-Source

Awalokan | Link Nextjs 14, Shadcn UI, Tailwind CSS

� A movie and tv show website where users can stream their favourite movies or tv shows for free.

� Built with shadcn ui to make visually stunning UI and best user experience.

� Project is built following the best practices in UI as well as in code.

� Also included features like image optimizations using libraries like plaiceholder.

GeneralStore | Link Vuejs, Vue Storefront UI, Fakestore api

� An ecommerce application for shopping a range of variety of items.

� Includes features like autocomplete search, product sorting based on price and product �ltering based on
category or ratings.

ConfessionWall | Link Nestjs, GraphQL server, PostgreSQL

� A backend GraphQL server that allows users to perform CRUD operations on confessions.

� JWT based authentication.

FlashCards | Link React+Vite, Jotai, Firebase, Tailwindcss, Framer Motion

� A �ashcards based learning platform where users can interact with the cards in the website and can
utilize their free time by enlightening themselves with ideas or facts.

� Users can upload and delete their own cards into the website if authenticated.
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